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vince in the customs duties received at Quebec and Mont-
real threatened an impasse. The measure had been then with-
drawn in the face of the opposition of the French and of
many of the English colonists; but the French-Canadians
were now brooding in sullen despair, so that union could
hardly add to their ills; whilst the outbreak in Upper
Canada had sufficiently shown that the system of e family
compact' government could not ignore the writing on the
wall. Moreover, Lord Durham believed that his other
remedy for the existing evils, viz. the granting of complete
responsible government, would finally appease all popular
disappointment. It is worth noting that even Durham's
conception of responsible government did not include the
management by the colonial authorities of questions of
trade, the Crown lands, or military defence. He recognized
that, as things were for the moment, it would be impossible
to give complete self-government to the French Province.
As an Imperialist, he had no intention to diminish the
British Empire; but the first act of a French-Canadian
Executive, irresponsible except to its own Legislature, might
have been to announce a peaceful secession. Responsible
government was the goal; but responsible government
postulated that the majority of the people in question were
loyal subjects of the British Empire. Had Lower Canada
stood alone, there might have been no answer to the
dilemma; but happily the presence of Upper Canada
pointed to the solution. Durham at once recognized, and
it is to his credit that he so recognized, that, in spite of
family compact government and William Lyon Mackenzie
and his tragi-comedy of a rebellion, there was no real
doubt as to the loyalty of Upper Canada to the British
Crown. Could, then, a fusion be made of the two Provinces,
the Upper Canadian electors might be trusted to secure
the permanence of the British connexion. It was true
that the population of the Lower Province was still greatly
superior in numbers, but Durham was willing to trust to

